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This soundtrack was made by Creek Waddington, and includes 
sound from throughout the process of making We Don’t Have 
to Be The Building, as well as creative, responsive sound. It was 
created to be listened to while looking at the lightboxes, and 
you can experience it here: 

https://soundcloud.com/creek-waddington/soundboxes-for-lightboxes 

This blog documented the process of making this project: 

www.wedonthavetobethebuilding.tumblr.com

And you can see more of Siân Torrington’s work here: 

http://allmeaningisthelineyoudraw.wordpress.com







































































Layers coalesce 
by Ellie Lee-Duncan
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Layers coalescing: of bodies, words, thoughts. Sixteen tall and narrow panels of mixed 
media comprise Sian Torrington’s work, We Don’t Have to Be The Building, which 
was installed in the light boxes on Courtenay Place in 2016, the 30th anniversary of 
Homosexual Law Reform in New Zealand.

One panel may render photographs, drawings, even fabric work; another panel may 
supply segments of handwritten or typed text, in interplays between word and image. 
Several panels are split into two parts, with the top sections depicting a large scale 
portrait of an individual. The lower sections of these ones are a miscellany of papers. 
Throughout all of the panels, we see arrays of abstracted curvilinear shapes, portraits, 
segments of bodies and fabric. Externality here is figured in predominantly pink, 
peachy and bruised red tones. Visceral, these shapes suggest fleshiness, like curling 
entrails or swollen labia, presenting the body as a vessel. The written aspects are in 
some panels, scrawled, handwritten notes by individuals or the artist, while in other 
places they are typed records. When we come closer and reads the elements of text, we 
connect this to the internalised emotional experience of existence to the external. 

The portraits themselves are drawn primarily in black on white, which intensifies 
the feeling of historicism. The sketches are highly gestural, created with layers of 
swiftly drawn lines. The individuals featured are predominantly naked. I say naked 
here, rather than nude, as naked best describes both the starkness of the individual’s 
bare skin, and the acute sense of authenticity and vulnerability. Historically, the word 
‘nude’ in art connotes an undressed subject who is instead ‘clothed’ in the conventions 
of art, and so performs a specific role in response to male voyeurism. Sian’s subjects, 
however, have all the immediacy of a blasé friend who comes out of the shower naked 
to open their front door. There is a sense of being aware of being seen — most of the 
individuals meet the our gaze, staring out from the drawings. They seem comfortable in 
their nakedness; and yet, there is also a self-conscious hesitancy in being so revealed. 
Comfortable, willing; but aware it is daring (and perhaps a pinch of nervousness too). 

Some figures stare out, wide-eyed, with their hands positioned to almost cover their 
genitals and a hint of a downturned mouth. Despite the vulnerability, despite the self-
aware uncertainty, the faces express their consent of this process. Each chose to be 
drawn and displayed in the lightboxes. Furthermore, prior to any display of the works, 
after allowing each several months of consideration, Sian checked whether the consent 
still stood; and only after full consent was given were the works displayed to the public. 
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Each work is a result of the willingness, and generosity of individuals who participated 
on their own terms.

In so many areas, the lines of the portraits are thickened, and in other areas the subject 
shifts position, so that several versions of each individual are repeated over and over 
again. It is this linear quality that suggests movement. On one hand, this shows the 
process of making, where each individual was invited to move, shift, undress, and 
redress in the space. On the other hand, the representation of bodies becomes elastic 
and malleable through the overlapping lines and shapes — the forms are never static 
or passive to our gaze, but are instead active embodiments inhabiting the space. This 
replication and repositioning emphasizes the fragmentary and fluid nature of the self. 
The resistance to clear outlines is envisaged as a resistance to definitive delineation. 

The smattering of different media components have the same effect as the lack of 
detailed realism in the portraits; although the body is central, our gaze is somewhat 
reluctant to attach itself, limpet-like, to any specific area. Combined with the layered 
lines, this impermeability leaves us to form our own sense of an individual, rather 
than their exact likeness. It indicates the very being of a person within one’s space, the 
essence and auratic individuality, and the core of a person’s identity.

The paper assemblage elements further disintegrate the visual plane of the image. We 
catch glimpses of experiences, scraps of memories, as written by so many voices that 
may not otherwise be expressed in a public setting. Some words are expressions of the 
history, and current state of queer and trans activism; but many are directly sourced 
from the Lesbian and Gay Archives of New Zealand from thirty years ago - the time of 
the homosexual law reform in Aotearoa. In drawing on archival documents, Sian lifts 
elements of past LGBTQI histories to incorporate in her work.

At times fractured, at times disjointed, the multitude of voices are an expressive totality. 
The variety of writings are from several sources, including the artist. One panel features 
the writing of Hinemoana Baker and Sarah Ruby Veinger, about their experiences of being 
bisexual in the 80s. Another panel features responses under a glittered sign ‘I wish’. These 
responses, desires for change, were written at the 2016 Out in the Park as a participatory 
work Sian organized. Other texts were sourced from various publications from the 80s, 
discovered in the Lesbian and Gay New Zealand Archives. As Sian writes, including 
archival elements is a ‘way of acknowledging difference, division, pain, multiplicity and 
need.’ But something that strikes me in these fragments is the immense strength that 



evidences itself. In one typewritten segment, a call to arms is made between storytelling, 
awareness, community resistances and a call to ‘fight the lies, not just the ones that affect 
you personally’. There is a strength through the writing, and in the gazes of the portrait-
sitters — strength, and a pride in visibility.

Part of the artist’s success is entirely dependent on an affective split-second response. 
Each mark, each stroke recalls one moment. One elongated exchange between two 
individuals based on a mutual giving of self. This mode of creation-based practice 
is the temporal extension of each work. Art has long shown a desire to capture the 
fleeting and intangible — and here it is, within this framework of a connection. 
This interpersonal positionality relies not just on physical presence, but intentional 
mindfulness and mutual openness. Altogether, cohesion is achieved, a cohesion of 
fragments. Though all different and unique, their commonality lies in their expression 
of queer corporeality. Sian is not simply the artist, she also acts as a facilitator and 
collaborator in her inclusion of others’ writings. Each panel resonates with others’ 
voices and presences.
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